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ABSTRACT
The advent of multi-core and multi-threaded processor architectures highlights the need to address the well-known
shortcomings of the ubiquitous lock-based synchronization
mechanisms. The emerging transactional-memory synchronization mechanism is viewed as a promising alternative to
locking for high-concurrency environments, including operating systems. This paper presents a constructive critique
of locking and transactional memory: their strengths, weaknesses, and challenges.

1.

INTRODUCTION

With the advent of multi-core and multi-threaded CPUs,
high degrees of parallelism will soon become the norm, even
for small systems, bringing the need for synchronization to
the mainstream. Despite its long and enviable record of successful production use, locking has well-known shortcomings
obvious to anyone who has used it in an operating system or
a complex application. These shortcomings motivate a constructive critique of locking and of alternative synchronization techniques that might be incorporated into programming languages. Transactional memory (TM) is viewed as
a promising synchronization mechanism suited for emerging
parallel architectures [3].
TM appears to have the potential for widespread use, but
we argue that locking will continue to dominate. This situation calls for work directed towards combining use of numerous synchronization methodologies within a single software
artifact, so as to combine the strengths of multiple methodologies. The combinatorial nature of such investigation will
provide a large quantity of challenging problems for the foreseeable future.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. The
paper presents a critique of locking in Section 2, followed by
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a critique of TM in Section 3. Section 4 discusses areas in
which TM is most likely to be successful. Finally, Section 5
presents concluding remarks and outlines the path forward.

2. LOCKING CRITIQUE
This section provides a brief overview of the many wellknown properties of locking. Section 2.1 reviews locking’s
key strengths and Section 2.2 reviews locking’s weaknesses.
Section 2.3 decribes how many of these weaknesses can be
addressed, and, finally, Section 2.4 describes the remaining
challenges surrounding locking.

2.1 Locking’s Strengths
The fact that locking is used so pervasively indicates compelling strengths. Chief among these are:
1. Locking is intuitive and easy to use in many common
cases, as evidenced by the large number of lock-based
programs in production use. And in fact, the basic
idea behind locking is exceedingly simple and elegant:
allow only one CPU at a time to manipulate a given
object or set of objects [6].
2. Locking can be used on existing commodity hardware.
3. Well-defined locking APIs are standardized, for example the POSIX pthread API. This allows code using
locking to run on multiple platforms.
4. There is a large body of software that uses locking,
and a large group of developers experienced in its use.
5. Contention effects are concentrated within locking primitives, allowing critical sections to run at full speed.
In contrast, in other techniques, contention degrades
critical-section performance.
6. Waiting on a lock minimally degrades performance of
the rest of the system. Several CPUs even have special
instructions and features to further reduce the powerconsumption impact of waiting on locks.
7. Locking can protect a wide range of operations, including non-idempotent operations such as I/O.
8. Locking interacts in a natural manner with debuggers
and other software tools.

2.2 Locking’s Weaknesses
Despite locking’s strengths, applying locking to complex
software artifacts uncovers a number of weaknesses, including: deadlock, priority inversion, high contention on nonpartitionable data structures, blocking on thread failure,
high synchronization overhead even at low levels of contention, and non-deterministic lock-acquisition latency.
Deadlock issues arise when an application uses more than
one lock in order to attain greater scalability, in which case
multiple threads acquiring locks in opposite orders can result in deadlock. This susceptibility to deadlock means that
locking is non-composable: it is not possible to use a lock to
guard an arbitrary segment of code.
In addition, software with interrupt or signal handlers can
self-deadlock if a lock acquired by the handler is held at the
time that the interrupt or signal is received.
Priority inversion [9] occurs when a low-priority thread
holding a lock is preempted by a medium-priority thread. If
a high-priority thread attempts to acquire the lock, it will
block until the medium-priority thread releases the CPU,
permitting the low-priority thread to run and release the
lock. This situation could cause the high-priority thread to
miss its real-time scheduling deadline, which is unacceptable
in safety-critical systems.
The standard method of obtaining scalability in lock-based
designs is to partition the data structures, with a separate
lock protecting each partition. Unfortunately, some data
structures, such as unstructured trees and graphs, are difficult to efficiently partition, making it difficult to attain good
scalability and performance when using such data structures.
Locking makes use of expensive instructions and results in
expensive cache misses [12]. This is particularly damaging
for read-mostly workloads, where locking introduces communications cache misses into a workload that could otherwise
run entirely within the CPU cache. This can result in severe
performance degradation even in the absence of contention.
Locking is a blocking synchronization primitive, in particular, if a thread terminates while holding a lock, any
other thread attempting to acquire that lock will block indefinitely. Even less disastrous events such as preemption,
sleeping for I/O completion, and page faults can severely
degrade performance. All such blocking can be problematic
for fault-tolerant software.
Finally, lock acquisition is typically non-deterministic, which
can be an issue for real-time workloads.
Despite all of these shortcomings, locking remains heavily
used. Some reasons for this are outlined in Section 2.3.

2.3 Improving Locking
Perhaps locks are the synchronization equivalent of silicon: despite many attempts to replace locking over the past
few decades, it still predominates. Just as silicon-based integrated circuits have evolved to work around their early
limitations, both locking implementations and lock-based
designs have evolved to work around locking’s weaknesses.
Many of the strategies described in this section are well
known, but bear repeating so as to inform development of
other synchronization schemes.
Deadlock is most frequently avoided by providing a clear
locking hierarchy, so that when multiple locks are acquired,
they are acquired in a pre-specified order. More elaborate
schemes use conditional lock-acquisition primitives that ei-

ther acquire the specified lock immediately or give a failure
indication. Upon failure, the caller drops any conflicting
locks and retries in the correct order. Other systems detect deadlock and abort selected processes participating in
a given deadlock cycle.
Self-deadlock is most simply avoided by masking relevant
signals or interrupts while locks are held, or by avoiding lock
acquisition in handlers.
Priority inversion can be avoided through priority inheritance, so that a high-priority task blocked on a lock will
temporarily “donate” its priority to a lower-priority holder
of that lock. Alternatively, priority inversion can be avoided
by raising the lock holder’s priority to that of the highestpriority task that might acquire that lock. Some software environments permit preemption to be disabled entirely while
locks are held, which can be thought of as raising priority
arbitrarily high.
Many algorithms can be redesigned to use partitionable
data structures, for example, replacing trees and graphs with
hash tables or radix trees, greatly increasing scalability.
More generally, lock-induced overhead is commonly addressed through the use of well-known designs that reduce
or eliminate such contention, dating back more than 20
years [1, 7]. These designs were also recast into pattern
form more than a decade ago [11]. In read-mostly situations, locked updates may be paired with read-copy update (RCU) [12], as has been done in the Linux R kernel, or
as might potentially be done with hazard pointers [13, 4].
Experience with both techniques has shown them to be extremely effective at reducing locking overhead in many common cases, as well as increasing read-side performance and
scalability [2]. Finally, light-weight special-purpose techniques are widely used, for example, for statistical counters.
Preemption, blocking, page faulting, and many other hazards that can befall the lock holder can be addressed through
the use of scheduler-conscious synchronization [8]. Some
form of scheduler-conscious synchronization is supported by
each of the mainstream operating systems, including Linux,
due to the fact that it is relied on by certain database kernels.
However, scheduler-conscious synchronization does nothing to guard against processes terminating while holding a
lock. Many production applications and systems handle this
situation by aborting in the face of the death of a critical
process. The application or system can then be restarted.
Alternatively, the system could record the lock’s owner during the lock-acquisition process, detect the death of the lock
owner, and attempt to clean up state. This approach is not
for the faint of heart. The dead process might well have
aborted at any point in the critical section, which can result
in extremely complex clean-up processing. However, this
level of complexity will be incurred by any software artifact
that attempts to recover from arbitrary failure. Restarting the application or system might seem rather unsophisticated, but is often the simplest, most reliable, and highestperformance solution.
The non-deterministic latency of locking primitives can
be addressed by converting read-side critical sections to use
RCU, or, where this is not practical, through use of FCFS
lock-acquisition primitives combined with a limit on the
number of threads.

2.4 Remaining Challenges for Locking

Locking may be heavily used, but it is far from perfect.
The following are a few of the many possible avenues for
improvement:
1. Software tools to aid in static analysis of lock-based
software. The first prototypes of such tools appeared
well over a decade ago, but more work is needed, for
example, to reduce the incidence of false positives.
2. Pervasive availability and use of software tools to evaluate lock contention.
3. Better codification of effective design rules for use of
locking in large software artifacts.
4. More work augmenting locking with other synchronization methodologies so as to work around locking’s
weaknesses.
5. Locking algorithms that provide good scalability and
performance for large ill-structured update-heavy nonpartitionable data structures, in cases where these algorithms cannot reasonably be transformed to use partitionable data structures such as hash tables or radix
trees.

3.

TRANSACTIONAL MEMORY CRITIQUE

TM executes a group of memory operations as a single
atomic transaction [5], either as a language extension or as
a library. This section critiques TM, with Section 3.1 reviewing TM’s key strengths and Section 3.2 reviewing TM’s
weaknesses. Finally, Section 3.3 speculates on how these
weaknesses might be addressed and on remaining TM challenges.

3.1 Transactional Memory’s Strengths
As with locking, the basic idea behind TM is exceedingly
simple and elegant: cause a given operation, possibly spanning multiple objects, to execute atomically [5]. The promise
of transactional memory is simplicity, composability, performance/scalability, and, for some variants, non-blocking
operation.
The simplicity of TM stems from the fact that, in principle, any sequence of memory loads and stores may be composed into a single atomic operation. Such operations can
span multiple data structures without the deadlock issues
that can arise when using locking, even in cases where the
implementations of the operations defined over these data
structures are unknown. The fact that the transactions are
atomic, or linearizable, is argued by many to make it easier
to create and to understand multi-threaded code.
In many variants of TM, transactions may be nested, or
composed. This composability allows implementors further
freedom, as transactions may span multiple data structures
even if the operations defined over those data structures
themselves involve transactions.
Because a pair of transactions conflict only if the sets
of variables that they reference intersect,1 small transactions running against large data sets should rarely conflict.
Achieving this same effect with locking can require significant effort and complexity. In effect, TM automatically
1

And, in many proposed TM implementations, at least one
of the variables in the intersection must be modified by one
or both of the transactions.

attains many of the performance and scalability benefits of
fine-grained locking, but without the effort and complexity
that often accompanies fine-grained locking design [14].
Some implementations of TM are non-blocking, so that
delay or even complete failure of any given thread does not
prevent other threads from making progress. Such implementations provide a degree of fault-tolerance that is extremely difficult to obtain when using locking.
Transactions have been used for decades in the context of
database systems, and are thus well-understood by a large
number of practitioners. In addition, trivial hardware implementations of TM have been available for more than a
decade in the form of LL/SC. Although these single-location
transactions are trivial, they indicate that full TM implementations have the potential to gain wide acceptance.

3.2 Transactional Memory’s Weaknesses
The simple and elegant idea behind locking proved to be
a facade concealing surprising difficulties and complexities
when applied to large and complex real-world software. Is
it possible that the simple and elegant idea behind TM is a
similar facade that will be torn away by the harsh realities
of complex multi-threaded operating systems and applications?
TM difficulties that have been identified thus far include
issues with non-idempotent operations such as I/O, conflictprone variables, conflict resolution in the face of high conflict rates, lack of TM support in commodity hardware, poor
contention-free performance of software TM (STM), and debuggability of transactions. There has of course been significant work on a number of these issues, which is the subject
of Section 3.3.
Client Machine
Begin Transaction

Server Machine
Receive Request

Send Request
Service Request
Receive Response
Send Response
Handle Response

End Transaction

Figure 1: Transactions Spanning Systems
Non-idempotent operations such as I/O pose challenges
due to the fact that they might be performed multiple times
upon transaction retry. For example, Figure 1 shows a problematic transaction. If the client’s transaction must buffer
the message until commit time, and it cannot commit until
it receives the response from the server, then the transaction self-deadlocks. Although one could expand the scope of
the transaction to encompass both systems, as is done for
distributed databases, current TM proposals are limited to
single systems.
One challenge when moving to fine-grained locking designs

is the inevitable data structure that appears in every critical
section. A similar challenge might well await those who
attempt to transactionalize existing sequential programs—
the same data structures that impede fine-grained locking
will very likely result in excessive conflicts. This problem
might not affect new software, but new lock-based software
could similarly be designed to avoid this problem.
If a pair of transactions conflict, one or both must be rolled
back to avoid data corruption. Such rollbacks can result in
a number of problems, including starvation of large transactions by smaller ones and delay of high-priority processes
via rollback of the high-priority process’s transactions due
to conflicts with those of a lower-priority process. These
effects can be crippling in large applications with diverse
transactions, particularly for applications that must provide
real-time response.
Current commodity hardware does not support any reasonable form of TM. Although such hardware might appear
over time, current proposals either prohibit large transactions or suffer performance degradations in the face of large
transactions. In addition, current hardware TM (HTM)
proposals may be uncompetitive with STM for large transactions. Finally, unless or until it becomes pervasive, any
software relying on HTM will have portability problems.
Although STM does not face these obstacles, it will remain unattractive so long as its performance remains poor
compared to that of locking [10]. The poor performance of
current STM prototypes is mainly due to: (1) atomic operations, (2) consistency validation, (3) indirection, (4) dynamic allocation, (5) data copying, (6) memory reclamation,
and (7) bookkeeping.
Even if STM performance becomes competitive, standard
TM APIs with well-defined semantics will be required to enable a smooth transition of software to TM. This API must
be independent of the TM implementation, in particular, of
whether TM is implemented in hardware or software.
The final weakness of many TM implementations is poor
interaction with many existing software tools. For example,
in many HTM proposals, the traps induced by breakpoints
can result in unconditional aborting of enclosing transactions, reducing this common debugging technique to an exercise in futility.
Although these weaknesses might be addressed as described
in Section 3.3, it seems clear that the simple and elegant idea
underlying TM is not entirely immune to the vicissitudes of
large and complex real-world software artifacts.

3.3 Improving TM
To their credit, many in the TM community are taking
its weaknesses seriously and have been working to address
them.
Although non-idempotent operations are a thorny issue
for TM, there are some special cases that can be addressed.
For example, buffered I/O might be addressed by including
the buffering mechanism within the scope of the transactions
doing I/O. However, the messaging example in Section 3.2 is
more difficult. Although one could imagine distributed TM
systems encompassing both machines, simple locking seems
more straightforward.
Similarly, although one could imagine a new type of device
with transactional device registers, simple locking applied to
existing devices might be more appropriate.
It seems likely that the same partitioning techniques that

have been used in fine-grained locking designs could also
be applied to TM software. It is possible that additional
techniques specific to TM will be identified.
Recent work has applied the concept of a contention manager to TM rollbacks [15]. The idea is to carefully choose
which transaction to roll back, so as to avoid the issues called
out in Section 3.2. The contention-manager approach has
yielded reasonable results across a number of popular benchmarks, but many workloads remain unevaluated. Another
promising approach reduces conflicts by converting readonly transactions to non-transactional form, in a manner
similar to the pairing of locking with RCU.
Transition and migration planning is a key challenge for
HTM, as it will be difficult to convince developers to produce
software for a small number of specialized machines, especially in the absence of large performance advantages. In
addition, HTM limitations that either fail to support large
transactions or that suffer performance degradations in the
face of large transactions might discourage many developers
of large-scale applications. In contrast, STM implementations run on existing commodity hardware. This situation
calls for language support that uses HTM when applicable,
but which falls back to STM otherwise.
However, such a strategy requires that STM offer competitive performance. The STM overheads of indirection,
dynamic allocation, data copying, and memory reclamation might be reduced or even avoided by relaxing the nonblocking properties that many STMs provide. The fact that
most databases implement transactions using blocking primitives such as locks clearly demonstrates the feasibility of
this approach. That said, an interesting open question is
whether STM can achieve HTM’s performance. If so, TM
could be implemented on existing hardware, or perhaps with
minimal hardware assists.
Finally, it is possible the debugging issues with HTM
might be addressed by doing the debugging using STM.
However, this approach requires an extremely high degree
of compatibility between the HTM and STM environments,
a level of compatibility that has proven difficult to achieve
in other similar situations.
Although there has been good progress towards addressing TM’s weaknesses, it is not clear that any of them have
been fully addressed. Of course, TM has been studied intensively only for the past few years, as opposed to the decades
of experience accumulated with locking. This gives some
reason to hope that TM’s weaknesses might be more completely addressed over the next few decades. However, if
TM is to see heavy use in the near future, developers will
need to use it where it is strong, and use other techniques
where TM is weak, requiring integration of TM with these
other techniques.

4. WHERE DOES TM FIT IN?
In the near term, TM’s greatest opportunity lies with
those situations that are poorly served by combinations of
pre-existing mechanisms. Given a base of successful use,
TM usage might then grow as new parallel code is written
and as TM support beomes pervasive.
Partitionable data structures are well-served by locking,
and read-mostly situations are well-served by hazard pointers and RCU. An important TM near-term opportunity is
thus update-heavy workloads using large non-partitionable
data structures such as high-diameter unstructured graphs.

Updates on such data structures can be expected to touch
a minimal number of nodes, reducing conflict probability.
Another possible TM opportunity appears in systems with
complex fine-grained locking designs that incur significant
complexity in order to avoid deadlock. In some cases, applying transactions to simple data structures might remove
the need to acquire locks out of order, simplifying or even
eliminating much of the deadlock-avoidance code. Particularly attractive opportunities for TM involve situations that
involve atomic operations that span multiple independent
data structures, for example, atomically removing an element from one queue and adding it to another.
A final TM opportunity might appear for single-threaded
software having an embarrassingly parallel core containing
only idempotent operations. Such software might gain substantial performance benefits, either from HTM on those
systems supporting it, or from STM across a broad range of
commodity systems.
Large non-partitionable update-heavy data structures appear to offer TM its best chance of success.
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SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

The grass is not necessarily uniformly greener on the other
side, but improvement is both necessary and possible. However, given that none of the known synchronization mechanisms is optimal in all cases, future work should address
integration of different techniques in order to gain the benefit of their combined strengths.
Given the large number of synchronization mechanisms
that have been proposed over the past several decades, much
work will be required to determine how best to integrate
them in various combinations into both existing and new
programming languages. Such integration will be far more
fruitful than force-fitting one’s favorite mechanism into situations for which it is ill-suited.
We are undertaking such integration via efforts with STM
and “relativistic programming” (RP). RP formalizes and
generalizes techniques such as RCU, combining integration
with other techniques, ease of use, and knowledge of timeless hardware properties. These techniques will enable practitioners to harness the potential of multi-core systems.
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